Laser Leveling is proud to introduce the first and only laser grading system designed specifically for baseball and softball field grading and finishing. Our Diamond Series family of cone-grade lasers allow you to dial in the exact amount of cone slope, meaning that your fields will always be perfectly graded, without ever moving the laser. The Diamond Series is quite simply the best solution available to ballfield construction and maintenance contractors on the market today. When the Diamond Series is combined with the GradeMaster automatic grading system, you will be able to automatically finish any ballfield with astounding 1/4" accuracy. The GradeMaster also features the PILOT hydraulic system, which utilizes state-of-the-art proportional valve technology to deliver more reliable blade performance and control.

The Laser Leveling GradeMaster and Diamond Series Ballfield Grading System, two more ways in which “We’re Taking the Grading Industry to a New Level”. If you would like more information on our complete line of grading attachments, please visit our website at www.laserleveling.com.
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Toro is proud to be the official supplier of irrigation and turf equipment to Disney’s Wide World of Sports® complex.

Toro helps Disney’s Wide World of Sports® complex maintain one of the most comprehensive and busiest sports facilities in the world.
IT MAY BE Disney's WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS.™

But here, turf care is anything but a game.

How do you become the best at what you do? By working with those who expect nothing less. Take, for example, our experiences with the sportsfield managers at Disney's Wide World of Sports™ complex - a place where fun is serious business. Since the first blueprints, these turf experts have demanded our very best, from exclusive Toro irrigation systems on every field to our most innovative mowers and reliable grounds equipment. No doubt our experiences with Disney's Wide World of Sports™ complex have helped us as much as we've helped them. Because everything we've learned can now be put to work for the most important customer we have. You.

In 1999, Toro brought experts from both Major League Baseball and the National Football League together to learn the latest techniques in turf care.
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During any visit to a sports facility, the turf manager and I inevitably touch upon the issue of rooting depth. In some cases the soil is probed to reveal deep, healthy, massive root development—of which the sports turf manager is justifiably proud. In other instances the field manager laments the shallow root development in his or her field. Interestingly, I have found that deep rooting does not necessarily guarantee excellent (or even average) playing conditions. And some of the best playing surfaces possess root systems of only average depth. Which begs the question: How important is the development of deep roots to the production of high quality sports turf?

What we learned in school
Every turf textbook ever written emphasizes the importance of deep, healthy roots to the production of high quality turfgrass. In turf classes we talk about how mowing, fertilization, irrigation and soil compaction all influence rooting. We are conditioned—rightly so, I might add—to do everything possible to encourage the development of deep and healthy root system. After all, roots supply the “top” with water and nutrients and they anchor the turf to the soil. There is no question that an extensive and healthy root system makes it easier to produce good quality turf. But do “good roots” guarantee that a sports turf surface

Deep Roots: How Important Are They?
by Tony Koski
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will be safe and playable, in terms of traction, smoothness and resiliency?

When rooting depth doesn't matter

A few years back I visited a new football field in Colorado. The sod had been down for approximately six months and it had yet to see a game, or even a single practice. School officials were concerned about the safety of the field and wanted me to evaluate it. As we approached the field, its visual appearance was excellent. However, I had taken only a few steps onto it when I knew there was a serious problem. Despite its age and excellent appearance, it felt like we were walking on quicksand! School officials were perplexed, to say the least. They were especially mystified by the fact that the roots on their new field were 14 to 15 inches deep—down to the very bottom of their new sand root zone. It seems that neither the architect nor the contractor knew anything about sports turf root zone construction (“Sand is sand. It's all the same—isn't it?”). The mixture of coarse sand and gravel allowed tremendous rooting to occur, but at the expense of stability. The entire field had to be rebuilt; an expensive lesson learned.

Consider another situation when deep rooting is non-existent: when one uses thick-cut sod. At most, you have a rooting depth of 1.5 to 2 inches, depending upon how much soil is cut with the sod. This sod is typically cut in big rolls. It is the weight of the sod, combined with its large size, that makes it immediately usable for use as a sports turf. All efforts should certainly be made to encourage rooting into the underlying root zone to make it easier to care for the grass, but deep rooting is obviously not necessary in this scenario to provide a functional and safe playing surface.

As fields mature, they are able to sustain greater levels of use.
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The age of the field

Rooting depths on new sand-based fields established from seed can be impressively deep, often down to the gravel drainage blanket. At the same time, these new fields can only sustain minimal amounts of use before they begin to show wear. Obviously, rooting depth in itself does not determine resistance to traffic damage. As the field matures it is able to withstand increasingly greater levels of use.

Continued on page 26
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Lebanon Turf Products Distributor or 1-800-233-0628.
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The Ultimate Line Marking Paint for Fastliner & Kombi Line Marking Systems
Order No. 1-2627-Paint

- High quality line marking material ensures brilliant white lines, even on poor surface conditions.
- Super concentrate dilutes 5 to 1 for new lines and up to 10 to 1 when restoring existing lines.
- Mixture will stay in suspension and can remain in the application tank for up to 10 days. Just purge line and nozzle between applications. Then, simply remix and resume painting.
- Solution will not clog 12 volt diaphragm pumping systems.
- Physical properties include rain resistant characteristics.
- Sold in handy 4 gallon containers for clean, easy handling. None better!
- Costs as low as $2.40 per gallon for new line application.
- Color additives available in yellow, red, blue, and green.
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Greater traffic tolerance results from the development and maturation of the turf at the surface: stems, shoots, rhizomes and/or stolons, crowns and roots (Fig. 1).

All of these plant parts combine to form a matrix, with the root zone, that is better able to resist damage caused by sports turf traffic. This explains why a sodded field (assuming a mature, good quality sod) can be used sooner and with greater intensity than a seeded field, all other factors being equal.

Species Differences

We know that some turf species, like tall fescue and perennial ryegrass, tend to form significantly deeper roots than Kentucky bluegrass. Yet most players and turf managers would contend that, all other factors being equal, traction is better on bluegrass. The rhizome network formed by the bluegrass creates a stability that the bunch grasses (ryegrass and tall fescue) cannot achieve. Bermudagrass provides even greater stability and wearability than bluegrass because it forms both rhizomes and stolons.

The scourge of athletic fields everywhere, annual bluegrass, presents a special problem for the sports turf manager. Its tendency to form very shallow roots, combined with its habit of growing as a bunch grass or by stolons (the perennial types), creates patches that are easily torn and divoted by larger, stronger athletes. Deep rooting can provide an acceptable level of stability for bunch type or stoloniferous grasses, but rhizome-forming grasses with average rooting depth will generally exhibit greater sports turf stability than a deeply rooted bunch-type species.

Encouraging deep roots is still important

The purpose of this article is not to discount the importance of healthy root systems. Rather, it is to point out that overall rooting depth is probably not the most important factor in producing a smooth, stable, fast and safe athletic surface. More important are such factors as root zone composition, species growth habit (bunch vs. creeping) and maturity level of the field. The production of a great athletic surface depends on the development of a stable surface matrix of shoots, stems and roots—and not on striving for 14 inches of healthy roots.

Of course, successful sports turf managers are often able to accomplish both goals. Deep, healthy roots make it easier to develop the high quality playing surface, but by themselves are not the reason that a field is safe and playable.

Tony Koski is assistant professor/extension with the Horticulture Department of Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colo.
For perfect diamonds as easy as 1, 2, 3!

1. EDGE IT
With its adjustable guide shoe, the Bannerman Diamond Edger is surprisingly easy-to-use. Its three-inch blade depth and reversible, 20-inch concave disc work together to quickly eliminate ridging. Debris is spiraled into the infield for fast and easy clean-up.

2. GROOM IT
The Diamond-Master® (pictured) and Ballpark-6® groomers will give your ball diamonds a surface just like the professional teams demand, and reduce the time, effort and labour required to do the job.

3. LINE IT
The Bannerman WetLiner is a simple, practical tool for line marking of turf surfaces. Other wet liners spray, while our WetLiner paints each blade of grass to the ground for solid, longer lasting lines. Paint saver roller is available as an option.

41 Kelfield Street, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9W 5A3
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THE HOME OF SPORTSTURF MAGIC